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Summary - - Recent progress in the understanding of the chromosomal rearrangements in Streptomyces has allowed us to envisage the
possible involvement of genetic instability in the ewdtaion of the chromosomal structure. The characterizalion of recombinatioual events in
the terminal parts of the S ambofaciens chromosome, as well as the observation by other groups thai linear plasmids and chrolnosomes are
able to interact, would provide an explanation for the very high levels of polymorphism seen in the terminal inverted repeats of different
strains of Stt~,ptomyces.

Streptomyees/genetic instability / chromosomal rearrangements
Genetic instability in Streptomyces
Bacteria belonging to the genus Streptomyces exhibit a very
high degree of genetic instability, which was defined as the
appearance of spontaneous mutations with fi'equencies
higher than 10--~. Early observations revealed that this instability was confined to particular stages of the Str~Tm,myces cycle of development [ I ]. On solid medium, spores
gerofinate to forln the vegetative myeelinm which pro&ices
aerial hyphac its nutrients become limiting. Then the growing mycelium subdivides by septation into many comparllnents destined to bcconle spores. The secondary
metabolism, associated to the late stages of differentiation,
is of considerable industrial importance in particular lbr the
production of antibiotics. When grown in liquid culture, the
synthesis of these metabolites is concomitant with the onset
of the stationary phase [2]. Most phenotypic characteristics
involved in differentiation and expression of secondary ,netabolism are genetically unstable, whilst only few trait.,, of
the primary metabolism are affected. Hence, genetic instability affects specific genes indicating that this phenomenon
is positionally localized. At first it was not known if the
genes affected by the genetic instability were located on the
chromosome or associated with plasmids. The increase in
the mutation rates after treatment with plasmid-curing agents
was initially interpreted as the loss of plasmid born characters
13, 4]. However, several unstable traits were unaInbiguously
*Correspondence and reprints
Abbreviations: AUD, amplifiable unit of DNA: DNA, deoxyribo-

nucleic acid; kb. kilobases; Mb. inegabase; PFGE, pulsed-field gel
electrophoresis: TIR, terminal inverted repeat; W'I; wild type.

mapped to the chromosonte. Later, the appearance of mutations was correlated with the t~currcnce of gross chromosomal rearrangements such as large scale deletions and
amplifications of particular sequences called AUD (amplifiable unit of DNA) I5-71. Mote recently, the develop- ment of
the pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) technique has
allowed these rearrangements to be assigned to a particular
region of the chromosolne called the unstable region 18.91.

Chromosomal structure in natural enviromnents
Physical mapping experiments revealed that the unstable
region corresponded to both ends of the linear chromosomal
DNA 19, 10]. Chromosomal linearity was tirst reported in
S livMans by Lin et al [ I 11. At present, all WT Streptomyves
strains where the chromosomal structure is known have a
linear DNA molecule of approximately 8 Mb containing
TIRs (terminal inverted repeat) and proteins covalently
bound to the ends [10--141. In S ambofiwiens, the physic.'d
mapping of three geographic isolates was achieved by oro
define the Asel restriction fragments resolved by PFGE.
The two terminal AseI-fraglnents exhibited a retarded PFGE
mobility when proteinase treatment was omitted, demonstrating that proteins were covalently bound to both ol'them.
Repeated sequences present at both ends of the chromosome
were rnapped as long TIRs stretching over 210 kb and
cloned ,'ts eight overlapping cosmids. The deletable region
of S ambofaciens was localized at the chromosomal ends
(fig I ) 110]. 'lb investigate the hypothetical relationship between chromosolnal linearity and genetic instability, the
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Fill I. Structural organizationof the chromosomeof S amlnJfaciens
DSM40967. The As¢l fragments are letter~,xlaccording tu Leblond
et al [ 101, The localization of oriC (doned arrow), the transcriptional orientation of the rrn operons tsymholized by a black flag,
nt~ 0ere'trained for rrnCl) as well as the localizationof lhe nnslable
region (~)abl¢ arrow) are according to Berger et at 1251.The TIRs
are ~presented by light-gray ~ ¢ s at the estremitics of ~heAseioG
aml ,D fragmems.

cheomosomal structure of mutant strains which had arise,i
h~ genetic instahility was studied,

Alterations of the chromosomal structure a,~)ciated
to lenetie Instability
DitTe~nt types of chromosomal structure were identi fled in
mutant strains selected under laboratory conditions, In tbe
first g ~ p , ~le|ions internal to one chromosomal arm were
characterized using PFGE and ~ u e n c e s cloned lix~m the
unstable region, In two strains analyzed, the deletion terminius were found to be within the same chromosomal arm
leaving a linear DNA structure ending in TIRs, in both
ea~s, one deletion ternfinus mapped within the TIR. This
resulted in the shortening of the TIRs, from 210 kb in the
WT strain, to ~pproximatdy 100 kb in one stalin and 201)
kb i n t ~ t~her t~fig 2), This shortening was not due to the
~ g r a d a t ~ from one e ~ or the chromosome but to a recombination event hetwecn two points within the same chrom o s o ~ arm 1151, This case is similar to the de~ription of
S l¢lmtccscots where an internal deletion of 32.6 kb lay in
a region cloned in overlapping cosmids 1161, However, the
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Fig 2. Schematic represcmation of the chromosomal rearrangemeats in S ambofm!ielts DSM40697. The left and right clwumosoreal extremities (according to the figure oriemation) are drawn in
light-gray and white, respectively, whilst the TIRs are represented
as black arrows. The sizes of the TIRs are indicated. Dotted lines
symbolized Ihe deleted sequences.

chromosomal structure of this species was not described.
These deletion events demonstrated that the chromosomal
ends are not directly implicated in the tbrmation of the deletion.
A second group of mutants was characterized by a deletion encompassing the entire TIRs on both chromosomal
re'ms, In each of the four cases analyzed, the deletion was
approxi,nately 21)00 kb, Tile chromosome of these strains,
shown to he circularized as a junction fragment, homologous to sequences originaliug from internal regions of both
arm.~, wa~ characterized (fig 2). The phclmtypic instability
in the progeny of spontaneous circtdar DNA nmtunts was
estimated to be 10-fo!d higher than in tire wild tYl~ strain.
The chromosomal stability of such a structure was assessed
in the progeny of these circular DNA mutants, Additional
deletion events were detected in I I out of the 13 mutant
strains isolated, demonstrating that the occurrence of a deletion is independent of the presence of chromosomal ends
1151. Similar results were described in S lividans where artificial circularization of the chromosome was shown to enhance genetic instability by 20-fold as well as increasing
associated genome rearrangements 117, 181.

Evolutionary implications or terminal recombination
Based on the above evidence, the occurrence of deletions
does not result from the degradation of the chromosomal
ends but may be the consequence of illegitimate recombination, as no DNA homology was found between the deletion termini 1161. The resulting chromosomal structure
depended on the location of the two recombination points:
these may be on the same chromosomal arm or on different
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arms. An example of recombinational interactk>ns between
both arms of the chlxm~osome can he seen in S ambqfacieP~s
and in S lit,idans 66 I9, 151. This recombination has caused
the deletion of all TIR sequences and the ch'cularizatkn~ of
the chromosomal DNA. However, these mutant chromosomes were shown to be more unstable than the WT chromosomes. It can not be ruled out that this structural
instability resulted from the loss of functions encoded by
the deleted sequences. Nevertheless, artificially circularized
chromosomes which did not have any large deletion were
also highly unstable [ 17, 18]. This increased level of genetic
instability might be caused by the inability of circular chromosomes to terminate replication and to partition as they
probably lack specific terminator sequences. The increased
level of recombination may also be due to negative supercoiling of the circular DNA.
On the other hand, the linearity of the chromosomal DNA
seems to be a general trail of Streptomyces (although all
were selected for their ability to produce antibiotics). These
data suggest that chromosome circt, larization is probably
counter-selected in natural environments, and that there
might be an advantage to Streptomyces having a linear chromosomal DNA.
Contrasting with the common invertron structure in
Streptomyces species, the TIRs are highly variable in size
and also in sequences.
The TIR sizes ranged from 24 kb in S griseus to 550 kb
in S riniosns ll2, 141. In addition, despite a close phylogenetic relationship [191 and a common genetic organization between S anlboftwiens, S lividans 66 and S coelicolor
A (3)2, the TIRs are of different sizes: 210 kb, 25 kb and 61
kb, respectively l lO, I1, 131. In S ambo.laciens, internal
deletions within one chromosomal arm generated TIR
length polymorphisnt within the same species 1151.
Intra-specific polymorphism was also seen between two
W T i s o l a t e s o f S amb,~faciens. I)SM4061)7 nud
ATCC23877. TIR sequences flanking the ends of the chromosome in strain DSM40697, cloned in cosmid AD91 1101,
were not homologous to any DNA sequence fi'om strain
ATCC23877. ht addition, tltere was no homology between
the TIR of the two related species S Iivi&ms 66 and S antbofaciens (unpublished results). It can be concluded that
TIR sequences are highly variable, although short palindromes
are partially conserved at the ends of the linear replicons I 1I,
20, 21], suggesting that the mechanism of their evolution is
different from that of the rest of the chromo,~ome.
The terminal recombination events described here may
have played a role in this evolutionary mechanism. Terminal recombination events have been described between linear plasmids and the chromosome of Strepunnyces. For
example in S rimosus, a producer of the antibiotic oxytetracycline, one end of the chromosomal DNA was shown to
have been replaced by terminal sequence of the 387 kb linear plasmid pPZGI01 1221, Therefore, linear chromosomes could gain a new end by interacting with linear
plasmids. In S lividans, the terminal 16 kb of the 25 kb TIRs

were idemicai to one end o! the 50 kb linear plasmid SLP2
I 11,23]. These examples suggest that in the ancestors ¢~fthe
modern Streptomyce.s, interaction occurred betweet~ the
chromosome and the ends of the linear plasm~ds ~or chromosomal DNA ends) and that these interactions may have
been ~nvolved in the mechanism which caused chromosomal linearity.
Such recombination events generate hybrid chromosomes with two different ends. Floweret, Streptomyces linear replicons (plasmids or chromosomes) belong to the
structurally related class of genetic elements called invertrons [241. These linear DNA molecules are characterized
by identical sequences in inverted orientation at their termini.
To account fl)l" this phenomenon we must assume the
existence of a mechanism which leads to the homogenization of the terminal sequences on the hybrid chromosomes.
A simple way lbr this to happen would be the recombinatkm
of two replicated copies of the hybrid chromosome. The
report of recombinational exchanges between chromosomes and linear plasmids support the idea that interactions between two copies of the chromosome are possible. This
recombination event could take place either after replication
when both copies are physically close to each other or between the multiple copies of the chromosome present in the
hyphal compartments Hf the myeelium.
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